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Abstract

In this paper we identify an input bias, the systematic misuse of input information in judgments of outcome quality. In many settings irrelevant input measures, such as the amount of time an employee spends in the office, influence outcome assessments, such as performance reviews. Across four studies we find that input values subtly, but significantly distort judgments of outcome quality. Irrelevant input information predictably influences outcome assessments even when people recognize that input measures should not matter and believe that input information did not matter. We examine the mechanics of the input bias, and suggest that because input measures are often easy to manipulate or misrepresent, the input bias is likely to have broad implications for managerial judgment and decision making.
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Introduction

Judgments of quality are essential prerequisites for many decision making tasks. For example, prior to making a hiring decision a manager needs to assess the quality of alternative candidates. Similarly, prior to making a purchase decision, a consumer needs to assess the quality of alternative commodities. Despite the importance of this judgment process and the frequency with which people make these judgments, quality assessments are often very difficult to make. For instance, subjective outcomes are difficult to value and comparative standards are often difficult to construct (Hsee, Blount, Loewenstein, & Bazerman, 1999).

This paper explores the influence of irrelevant input information on judgments of outcome quality. Our results suggest that people automatically associate input quantity information with output quality, and we find that input information influences assessments of outcomes even when people recognize that input information should be irrelevant. We report results from four studies that describe the relationship between input quantity (the amount of inputs used in producing an outcome, such as preparation time or production costs) and perceptions of outcome quality.

In many domains decision makers use input measures as a proxy for outcome measures. Inputs are often positively correlated with outcomes, and in many cases input measures are easier to assess than outcomes. For example, a substantial stream of work uses research and development expenditures, an input quantity, as a measure of the innovativeness of a firm, an outcome (Baysinger, Kosnik, & Turk, 1991; Graves, 1988; Hansen & Hill, 1991; Levin, Cohen, & Mowery, 1985; Schoenecker, Daellenbach, & McCarthy, 1995).

In general, the use of input measures as a proxy for outcome quality is appropriate when the relationship between inputs and outputs is direct, consistent, and unbiased. In many cases, however, these conditions do not hold. First, the relationship between inputs and outcomes is not always positive and monotonic. For example, longer hospital stays are not always better. In fact, longer hospital stays lead to a greater risk of nosocomial infection (Scott, 1997). Second, the relationship...
between inputs and outcomes may be inconsistent across individuals and organizations. There are several reasons for why this might be the case. Some individuals or organizations may simply be more efficient than others. Alternatively, inputs may be measured differently across organizations. For example, firms may use different accounting rules for assessing their research expenditures. Third, strategic agents can often purposefully manipulate input measures (and even the perception of input measures) to bias outcome assessment. For example, an employee may spend long hours in the office to give the perception of high inputs. This issue of managing impressions can even influence the way organizations are structured. For example, the National Bicycle Industrial Company manufactures and delivers custom ordered bicycles three weeks after receiving an order, even though it takes the firm less than three hours to manufacture and assemble a bicycle (Moffat, 1990). The company could invest resources to speed delivery, but consumers may not appropriately value faster delivery. In fact, we conjecture that the slow delivery time gives customers the sense that their customized product, which purportedly took a long time to produce, has greater value.

Our investigation is related to prior work that demonstrates that normatively irrelevant information can influence judgment and decision processes (March, 1987). In many cases, people have a difficult time separating relevant from irrelevant information. For example, Camerer, Loewenstein, and Weber (1989) demonstrate that people are often unable to disentangle the amount of information they know from the amount of information they think others know. In other cases people significantly over-weight proxy attributes (Fischer, Damodaran, Laskey, & Lincoln, 1987) and even obviously irrelevant information (Silvera, Josephs, & Giesler, 2001). For example, Silvera et al. (2001) find that the number of practice problems provided can influence the effort participants expend preparing for a test. Similarly, Nisbett, Zukier, and Lemley (1981) demonstrate that irrelevant information can influence predictions. In Nisbett, Zukier, and Lemley’s studies they find that when predicting a future outcome (e.g., how high an incoming college freshman’s GPA will be), people decrease their reliance upon diagnostic cues (e.g., high school GPA) when provided with non-diagnostic information (e.g., the number of plants a student has). In related work, Bastardi and Shafir (1998) demonstrate that when decision makers lack irrelevant information they often delay making a decision until they receive this information, and then subsequently use this information in making their decision.

The influence of irrelevant information has also been demonstrated in a number of settings with direct economic implications. For example, even though the source of payments should not influence how money is spent, people construct mental accounts (Thaler, 1985) and spend money in ways that violate standard economic theory. Similarly, decision makers attend to prior “sunk” costs even though only future costs and benefits should influence their decisions (Arkes & Blumer, 1985; Bazerman, Giuliano, & Appelman, 1984; Garland, 1990; Staw, 1976). Irrelevant cost information also influences willingness to pay judgments. Baron and Maxwell (1996) demonstrate that cost information influences willingness to pay for services such as crime prevention even when participants believe costs are unrelated to the benefits.

Prior work has also examined the role of irrelevant information in judgments of outcomes. For example, Josephs, Giesler, and Silvera (1994) found that participants who had completed the same amount of work were more satisfied with their accomplishments when they had created a high stack of output (e.g., their pages of work were stapled to journals) than when they had created a short stack of output (e.g., their pages of work were simply single pages).

Prior work also demonstrates that people have difficulty assessing the relevance of diagnostic cues when judging outcomes (Baron & Hershey, 1988; Hawkins & Hastie, 1990). Specifically, when evaluating a prior decision people over-weight outcome information. Although both good and bad decisions can lead to successful and unsuccessful outcomes, judges assume that the correlation between good decisions and good outcomes (and bad decisions and bad outcomes) is much higher than it actually is. Baron and Hershey (1988) define this effect as the outcome bias.

In this paper we identify an input bias, the use of irrelevant input information in judgments of outcome quality. Although the quality of an outcome is often positively related to the quantity of the inputs used to produce that outcome, the relationship between input quantity and output quality is not automatic. In many cases inputs are misused, misrepresented, or even negatively related to outcome quality.

We also explore the psychological mechanism underlying the input bias. We conceptualize the input bias as an association based bias (Arkes, 1991) whereby people automatically associate high input quantities with high outcome quality, because input quantity and outcome quality are often positively correlated. We argue that the input bias represents a particularly important judgment bias, because strategic agents can inappropriately cue this association and manipulate or misrepresent input information.

**Study 1**

Our first study establishes a link between input information and judgments of quality. In this study participants rated two student presentations under one of two input conditions. We also investigate the salience of
the relationship between input information and judgments of quality. We asked participants whether or not they recalled the input values, and whether or not they thought input information had influenced and should influence their judgments of quality.

Method

First, we recruited two participants to prepare and deliver two independent presentations about an emerging technology. The first presentation described electronic ink, and was 7.5 min long. The second presentation described optical switches, and was 13.5 min long. We recorded both presentations using standard VHS technology.

We then recruited 83 participants to perform a rating task as part of an optional class exercise. We randomly assigned participants to one of two between-subject conditions. All participants rated both presentations, and viewed the presentations in the same order. Participants rated the electronic ink presentation first and the optical switches presentation second.

Before viewing each presentation, participants received information sheets about the upcoming presentation. This sheet included the amount of time each person had spent preparing his or her presentation. This value was manipulated across conditions. In the first condition, raters were told that the electronic ink presenter spent 8 h and 34 min (a long preparation time) preparing for the presentation, and that the optical switches presenter spent 37 min (a short preparation time) preparing for the presentation. We refer to this as the Decreasing condition. In the second condition raters were told that the electronic ink presenter spent 37 min preparing for the presentation, and that the optical switches presenter spent 8 h and 34 min preparing for the presentation. We refer to this as the Increasing condition.

After viewing each presentation participants rated the presentation along 5 items: (1) the overall quality of the presentation, (2) the quality of the information presented, (3) the presenter’s knowledge of the subject, (4) the organization of the presentation, and (5) the quality of the presenter’s presentation skills. Each question used a 10-point response scale (1 = Poor, 10 = Excellent).

The scale reliability was high. For the electronic ink presentation with short and long preparation times, the Cronbach’s \( z \) coefficients were 0.93 and 0.96, respectively. For the optical switches presentation with short and long preparation times the Cronbach’s \( z \) coefficients were 0.91 and 0.92, respectively. As a result, we use a composite measure (the average) of the 5 items to represent participants’ quality ratings in subsequent analysis.

After participants had completed their ratings, they responded to a final set of questions. These questions asked participants whether or not they remembered the time of preparation for each presentation, if the amount of preparation time had influenced their ratings for each presentation, and if they believed that the amount of preparation time should influence their ratings.

Results

A total of 83 participants completed the study. Forty-one participants were assigned to the decreasing condition and 42 were assigned to the increasing condition. On average, participants were 21.6 years old, and just over half of the participants were male (53.0%).

Supporting our thesis, the preparation time manipulation significantly influenced quality assessments. As depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, participants exposed to the high input condition (long preparation time) rated the quality of the same presentation higher than participants exposed to the low input condition (short preparation time). The differences in the composite quality measures were significant for both the electronic ink presentation, 7.11 (1.95) versus 5.86 (1.57), \( t(80) = 3.19 \), \( p < .01 \), and the optical switches presentation, 7.38 (1.56) versus 6.62 (1.77), \( t(80) = 2.06 \), \( p < .05 \).

Overall, we found few differences in ratings between participants who thought input information should or should not matter and participants who thought that input information did or did not matter. In an analysis of variance model of quality judgments for the electronic ink presentation input time was significant, \( F(1,76) = 9.65 \), \( p < .001 \), but should not matter and did not matter parameters were not significant \( F(2,76) = 0.57 \), \( p = n.s. \) and \( F(2,76) = 0.91 \), \( p = n.s. \). We find similar results in an analysis of variance model of quality judgments for the optical switches presentation; input time was significant, \( F(1,76) = 5.62 \), \( p < .05 \), but should not matter and did not matter parameters were not significant \( F(2,76) = 0.32 \), \( p = n.s. \) and \( F(2,76) = 1.32 \), \( p = n.s. \).

We next consider a more conservative set of tests regarding participants who thought input information should not and did not matter. Most participants, 63 (77%), thought input time should not influence their quality ratings. (Only 9 (11%) thought input time should influence their judgments, and 10 (12%) were not sure.) Even participants who believed input time should not matter, however, exhibited the same pattern of

\[ ^{1} \text{In the increasing group, one participant had a missing response for one of the electronic ink presentation questions, and another participant had a missing response for one of the optical switches presentation questions. One participant in the decreasing group did not respond to whether input time should matter. As a result, some analyses have missing values and lower degrees of freedom.} \]
evaluations. Among these participants, those who were exposed to the high input condition rated the quality of the presentation higher than participants exposed to the low input condition for both presentations. This difference was significant for the electronic ink presentation, 7.23 (1.84) versus 5.77 (1.63), $t(60) = 3.29$; $p < .01$, but not significant for the optical switches presentation, 7.55 (1.36) versus 6.94 (1.75), $t(61) = 1.53$; $p = n.s.$

For each presentation participants also responded to questions about whether or not input time did influence their ratings. Consistent with previous results, even participants who believed that input information had not influenced their judgment rated each presentation higher when inputs (preparation time) were greater. For the electronic ink presentation the average ratings were 7.05 (2.07) versus 5.99 (2.00), and for the optical switches presentation average ratings were 7.39 (1.73) versus 7.04 (1.56); these ratings, however, are not significantly different, $t(37) = 1.58$, $p = n.s.$, and $t(36) = 0.65$, $p = n.s.$, respectively.
Discussion

Results from this study demonstrate that outcome assessments are influenced by input information. Participants in this study judged outcomes more favorably when preparation time was reported to be high than when preparation time was reported to be low. We find this same pattern of results even among participants who believe input time should not influence judgment.

Study 2

We extend our investigation of the input bias by considering an alternative set of inputs and outputs. In this study we gave participants information about the cost of machinery used to manufacture two food items, and we asked participants to taste and rate the relative quality of samples of these two foods.

Method

Participants in this study were recruited from the entrance to a college dormitory to participate in a taste test. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two input conditions. Prior to tasting and rating two different types of chocolate fudge, participants were provided with information about the machinery used to manufacture the fudge. The input conditions described either Fudge A or Fudge B as having been made with an expensive machine. Specifically, participants were informed before their taste test that both samples of fudge were “made with similar ingredients, however the ingredients were mixed and cooked differently. Fudge A was made using [very expensive/inexpensive] machinery, and Fudge B was made using [inexpensive/very expensive] machinery.”

We use fudge in this study because the outcome assessment of fudge is direct and relatively simple. That is, the motivation for consuming fudge and the quality assessment of fudge is generally based upon taste. There are rarely other reasons (e.g., nutritional value) for consuming fudge.

After tasting both samples of fudge participants evaluated the relative quality of the samples on a 7-point scale (1: “Fudge A is much higher quality”; 7: “Fudge B is much higher quality”). After responding to this question, participants were then asked whether they believed that the cost of the machines used in the manufacturing process should influence their response, and whether or not the cost of the machines did influence their response.

Results

A total of 60 participants completed the study. Thirty participants completed the first version (high input for fudge A, low input for fudge B), and thirty participants completed the second version (low input for fudge A, high input for fudge B). On average, participants were 22.6 (5.71) years old, and just over half of the participants were male (53.7%).

Supporting our thesis, participants’ evaluations of the fudge were significantly influenced by the expense of the machinery involved in making the fudge (see Fig. 3). When participants were told that the machinery used to
produce fudge A was more expensive than the machinery used to produce fudge B, they were significantly more likely to rate fudge A as higher quality, 3.43 (1.83) than when participants were told that the machinery used to produce fudge B was more expensive, 5.00 (1.39); $t(58) = 3.73$, $p < .001$. (Recall that low ratings indicate a belief that fudge A is higher quality than fudge B.)

Most participants (50 of 60, 83%) believed that the cost of the machinery should not influence their evaluations. Even when we consider evaluations of these 50 participants, we find the same pattern of results. When participants who believed that the machine cost should not matter were told that the machinery used to produce fudge A was more expensive than the machinery used to produce fudge B, they rated fudge A as higher quality than when they were told that the machinery used to produce fudge B was more expensive, 3.41 (1.85) versus 5.09 (1.41), $t(48) = 3.56$, $p < .001$.

Similarly, most participants (42 of 60, 70%) believed that the cost of the machinery did not influence their evaluations. When participants who believed that the machine cost did not matter were told that the machinery used to produce fudge A was more expensive than the machinery used to produce fudge B, they rated fudge A as higher quality than when they were told that the machinery used to produce fudge B was more expensive, 3.57 (2.06) versus 5.05 (1.54), $t(40) = 2.60$, $p = .01$.

Discussion

Results from this study extend our investigation of the input bias to a very different context. Participants in this study were asked to compare the relative quality of two samples of fudge. We consider a second type of input, the cost of machinery used to manufacture the fudge, and find that most participants believed this input was irrelevant to judging outcome quality. In spite of these beliefs, however, we again document the systematic misuse of input information in judgments of outcome quality.

Taken together, studies one and two identify an input bias. While input quantities are positively related to outcome quality in many cases, people may automatically associate high input quantities with high outcome quality—even when they recognize that input quantities should be irrelevant. We explore the mechanics of the input bias in study three.

Study 3

In study three we extend our investigation to explore the mechanics of the input bias. While we have assumed that decision makers automatically associate high input quantities with high outcome quality, in this study we consider an alternative mechanism—a selective encoding process. That is, participants in studies one and two may have viewed input information and formed expectations based upon this information. Subsequently, participants may have interpreted and encoded ambiguous outcome information in a manner consistent with their expectations (Jones, 1986).

To examine whether or not the input bias can be attributed to a selective encoding process, in study three we expose participants to input information after they experience the outcome. That is, unlike studies one and two in which participants were exposed to input information before experiencing the outcome, in study three participants learn about input information after experiencing the outcome. If the mechanism underlying the input bias is a selective encoding process, then input information in this study should not influence outcome assessments.

Methods

We use similar methods to those that we used in study one. In this study, however, participants only viewed one presentation (the electronic ink presentation), and instead of learning about the preparation time before viewing the presentation, they learned about the preparation time after viewing the presentation. We conducted two versions of this study. In the first version participants were told that the preparation time was long, 8 h 34 min (high input condition). In the second version participants were told that the preparation time was short, 37 min (low input condition).

As in study one we asked participants to evaluate the presentations along the same five dimensions: the overall quality of the presentation, the quality of the information presented, the presenter’s knowledge of the subject, the organization of the presentation, and the quality of the presenter’s presentation skills. Each evaluation was made on a 10-point response scale (1 = Poor, 10 = Excellent). As before, the reliability coefficients for both the long and short preparation time versions were very high ($x = 0.91$ and $x = 0.91$, respectively), and we use a composite measure of these five factors in the subsequent analysis.

Results

A total of 63 undergraduate participants completed the study (31 in the low input condition and 32 in the high input condition) as part of an optional class assignment. On average, participants were 21.4 (1.29) years old, and just over half of the participants were male (50.8%).

As in study one preparation time significantly influenced evaluations. Overall, ratings were significantly
higher when preparation time was long than when preparation time was short, 7.65 (1.50) versus 6.21 (1.43), respectively; \( t(61) = 3.90, p < .001 \).

This same pattern of results characterizes ratings of participants who believed that preparation time should not influence their ratings (\( n = 41, 65\% \)) and participants who believed preparation time did not influence their ratings (\( n = 42, 67\% \)). As shown in Fig. 4, ratings for both groups were significantly higher when preparation time was long than when preparation time was short, 7.52 (1.49) versus 6.04 (1.35), \( t(39) = 3.28, p < .01 \), and 7.62 (1.37) versus 6.39 (1.42), \( t(40) = 2.83, p < .01 \). Only 24% of participants thought preparation time should matter and 24% of participants thought preparation time did matter (11% and 9.5%, respectively, were not sure).

**Discussion**

The methods we used in study three were similar to those we used in study one. In this study, however, participants learned about the preparation time after they viewed the presentation. Even with this change in methods, participants’ evaluations were significantly higher when input quantities were high than when input quantities were low. This was true for participants who believed input quantity information should not matter and for participants who believed input quantity information did not matter. Taken together, results from this study suggest that the input bias is robust and subtle, and that a selective encoding process alone cannot account for this bias.

**Study 4**

In study four we extend our investigation to consider a boundary condition of the input bias. In this study we examine the moderating effect of outcome quality on the misuse of input information in judgments of outcomes.

Consistent with our results from study three and an association based mechanism (Arkes, 1991), we propose that people automatically associate high input quantities with high outcome quality. In this study we manipulate outcome quality in a way that fundamentally challenges this automatic association. Specifically, we examine the link between input quantity and perceived outcome quality for very low quality outcomes. We expect that when decision makers experience a very low quality outcome they will think more critically and less heuristically than they do when they experience a high quality outcome, and hence may disassociate high input quantities with good outcomes.

This proposition is related to an important finding in affect research. In this research scholars have found that people rely less on heuristics when they experience negative affect than when they experience positive affect (Bless, Bohner, Schwarz, & Strack, 1990; Bless et al., 1996; Isen, 1987; Mackie & Worth, 1989; Schwarz, 1990; Schwarz & Clore, 1983; Wegener, Petty, & Smith, 1995). Schwarz (1990) and Schwarz and Clore (1983) propose that negative affect states serve as signals that something in the decision maker’s environment poses a problem. As a result, negative affect states motivate systematic information processing. Conversely, positive affect states do not heighten a decision maker’s concern about...
his or her environment, and as a result positive affect states lead to more heuristic information processing than negative affect states.

In this study we explore the operation of the input bias for both high and very low quality outcomes. We expect very low quality outcomes to motivate more systematic (and less heuristic) information processing than high quality outcomes, and as a result we expect the input bias to influence judgments of high quality outcomes more than judgments of very low quality outcomes. That is, in this study we consider the role of outcome quality in moderating the input bias, and we hypothesize a significant interaction between outcome quality and input information.

Methods

In study four we manipulated outcome quality. We conducted a taste test with ice tea, and asked participants to compare either two high quality samples or two low quality samples. Specifically, we asked participants to compare raspberry and lemon tea in one of two conditions—a high quality condition (where we added one third cup of sugar to two quarts of each kind of tea) and a low quality condition (where we added one tablespoon of salt and a half cup of lime juice to two quarts of each kind of tea).

We conducted a pilot study \( (n = 9) \) to validate our manipulation of high and low quality outcomes. For the pilot study the four samples were simply numbered one through four, and participants were asked to rate each of the four tea samples on a scale from 1 to 7 (1: very bad, 7: very good). A total of nine raters evaluated each of the four samples of ice tea. As expected, raters evaluated the teas with sugar (high quality) much higher than the teas with lime juice and salt (low quality). Average ratings for the high quality lemon tea, low quality lemon tea, high quality raspberry tea, and low quality raspberry tea were, 5.67 (0.5), 1.44 (0.53), 5.88 (0.78), and 1.67 (0.5), respectively. We conducted analysis of variance on these ratings, treating rater as a fixed factor.

Consistent with our prior results, preference ratings in the high quality conditions were higher when the raspberry tea had a high input description than when the raspberry tea had a low input description, 4.6 (1.74) versus 3.48 (1.61), respectively, \( t(78) = 3.00, p < .01 \). This was also true among the 64 (80%) participants who believed that the cost did not influence their ratings, 4.67 (1.71) versus 3.53 (1.66), \( t(67) = 2.80, p < .01 \) (see Fig. 5).

This pattern of results was true even among the 61 participants (76%) who believed that the cost of the machinery should not influence their ratings, 4.69 (1.71) versus 3.55 (1.43), \( t(59) = 2.80, p < .01 \), as well as among the 69 participants (86%) who believed that the cost did not influence their ratings, 4.67 (1.71) versus 3.53 (1.66), \( t(67) = 2.80, p < .01 \) (see Fig. 5).

This pattern of results, however, does not characterize ratings in the low quality conditions. In this case average ratings when the raspberry tea had a high input description were similar to the average ratings when the raspberry tea had a low input description, 4.28 (1.27) versus 4.68 (1.47), \( t(78) = 1.30, p = n.s. \). This was also true among the 64 (80%) participants who believed that the machinery cost should not influence their ratings, 4.43 (1.30) versus 4.64 (1.50), \( t(62) = .59, p = n.s. \), as well as among the 60 participants (75%) who believed that the cost did not influence their ratings, 4.44 (1.20) versus 4.71 (1.45), \( t(58) = .78, p = n.s. \) (see Fig. 6).

We conducted analysis of variance on participants’ ratings as a function of outcome quality and input
quantity. Supporting our hypothesis, we find a significant interaction between outcome quality and input quantity. This is true when we include all 160 participants, $F(1,156) = 9.89$, $p < .01$, and when we include only those participants ($n = 125$) who believed that the cost of the machinery should not influence their ratings, $F(1,121) = 6.244$, $p = .014$, as well as when we include only the 129 participants who believed that the cost of machinery did not influence their ratings, $F(1,125) = 6.656$, $p = .011$.

**Discussion**

In this study we find a significant interaction between outcome quality and the input bias. While input information significantly biased evaluations of high quality outcomes, this same information did not influence evaluations of very low quality outcomes. Relative to high quality experiences, we believe low quality experiences heighten concern and motivate systematic information processing. In this case, decision makers who...
experience low quality outcomes are less likely to rely on heuristics, and as a consequence their judgments are less likely to be influenced by the input bias.

**General discussion**

Results from our studies identify a robust input bias. Irrelevant input information systematically influenced judgments of outcome quality. In our studies people evaluated outcomes more favorably when the inputs used to attain those outcomes were larger—even when they recognized that input information should not matter.

Consistent with Arkes’ (1991) framework of judgment biases, we believe that people automatically associate high input quantities with high output quality. This association derives from the common observation that high input quantities are correlated with high output quality. Input quantity and output quality, however, are not always causally related, and participants in our studies appear to know this. Most of our respondents believed that input quantity (preparation time and productions costs) should not influence their evaluations.

Results from this work also examine the mechanism of the input bias. In study three we demonstrate that the input bias is not merely a function of selective encoding. Even when input information is presented after the evaluation process should have concluded, people are still influenced by input quantity information. In study four we extend our investigation to examine an important boundary condition of the input bias. In this study we find that irrelevant input information influenced judgments of high quality outcomes, but did not influence judgments of very low quality outcomes. We propose that relative to an experience with a high quality outcome, an experience with a very low quality outcome will cause decision makers to adopt a more systematic and less heuristic approach to evaluating outcomes.

Taken together, our findings have important implications for judgment and decision making. Outcome assessment is a key component of both individual and organizational decision making, and our results demonstrate that these assessments are likely to be systematically biased by the input quantities used—or purportedly used—to attain outcomes. In general, input measures are relatively easy to manipulate, and the misapplication of the input heuristic may be widespread.

Similar to Kerr’s (1995) proposition that firms often reward for A (e.g., high production volume) while hoping for B (e.g., high production quality), we conjecture that managers often use input measures (e.g., the number of hours spent with a client) to assess productivity in a way that leads employees to make decisions that are not consistent with the firm’s underlying goals.

The input bias is likely to be very difficult to correct. Across our studies we find a consistent input bias even among people who believe input information did not influence their judgment. According to both Arkes (1991) and Wilson and Brekke (1994) mere recognition of the bias will not correct this type of judgment error. In fact, even monetary incentives are unlikely to correct this bias (Arkes, 1991). Instead, for important decisions (e.g., promotion or hiring decisions) managers should use protocols that include blind review processes in which outcomes are judged without any knowledge of the inputs used to attain those outcomes.

A number of factors are likely to exacerbate the input bias. In general, we expect the input bias to exert the most influence when objective outcome values are difficult to evaluate and objective input criteria are salient and easy to measure (Eisenhardt, 1985; Ouchi, 1979). This proposition is related to prior work that has found that subjective evaluations of ambiguous outcomes are often influenced by irrelevant factors (Hsee, 1995; Hsee, 1996; Marshall & Mowen, 1993; Schweitzer & Hsee, 2002). When an outcome lacks objective criteria other factors may influence evaluations. For example, Hsee (1996) demonstrates that self-interest influences judgment more when outcomes are ambiguous.

A second factor likely to moderate the input bias is accountability. For example, asking people to justify their judgments may actually increase their reliance on input measures as people search for objective (though potentially irrelevant) measures to support their evaluations. This proposition is related to Tetlock and Boettger’s (1989) finding that accountability magnifies the dilution effect.

The input bias is likely to have broad implications for managerial decision making. In many domains input quantities are easy to manipulate or misrepresent. At the same time, the input bias may be particularly difficult to debias. Our results identify a robust link between input measures and judgments of outcomes—even when people recognize that input information should not matter and believe that input information did not matter. Future work should investigate the effectiveness of debiasing techniques, and identify implications of this bias for the structure of incentive systems, organizational design, and management practice.
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